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CreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform. Paperback. Condition: New. This item is printed on
demand. 116 pages. Dimensions: 9.0in. x 6.0in. x 0.3in.The Great Tonsil Massacre uses creative non
fiction to recount a public-health initiative that took place in Rochester, New York in 1920 and 1921.
The narrative explores the motives of the industrialists and professionals who established two
tonsiladenoid clinics designed to benefit children whose families were subsisting on very limited
incomes. At a second level, it examines some of the reasons that may have discouraged other
citizens from publicly questioning the project, even though serious risks and inflated claims were
involved. Finally, it follows the tensions that arise in the OConnell family, whose members are
directly affected by proponents claims. Kate and Michael OConnell, Timmys mother and father,
have already suffered through a botched public health event when their story opens. Memories of
that event, and her and Michaels implication in it, plague Kate. Michael, a firm believer in the
medical miracles he has witnessed in the early 20th century, wants what is best for his sons future.
At present the family can afford to sign Timmy and his younger sister Molly up for the operation, but
Michaels job security...
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This pdf will never be straightforward to get going on studying but quite enjoyable to read through. This is certainly for all those who statte there was not a
really worth studying. You are going to like the way the blogger publish this publication.
-- Mrs. Adah Sawayn-- Mrs. Adah Sawayn

This publication is definitely not e ortless to get going on reading through but really exciting to read through. it was actually writtern really properly and
beneficial. I am just very easily could get a delight of reading through a created publication.
-- Gino Jerde Jr.-- Gino Jerde Jr.
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